
Frequently Asked Questions 

 As hosting organization, the Lake Area Chamber of Commerce thought long and hard before           
making any official decisions for this year’s event. Being an organization whose mission ties directly 
with supporting the local businesses and economy, we knew we could not just cancel the event. 
Canceling the event would lead to a substantial loss in revenue to our community in a time 
(February) where it’s not easily made up.  Please find answers to our most recent Frequently Asked 
Questions outlined below: 

 

Why have the Pub Crawl event if there are no busses? 

That’s a great question and is one getting asked heavily right now as we roll out the 2021 Lake of 
the Ozarks Mardi Gras Pub Crawl Passport event details.  We want to continue to support our local 
businesses and community and if we have to modify the event in order for it to take place, then 
Let’s Do It!  With the understanding busses could not be an option this year the Chamber, along 
with participating venues agreed, the lake offers a variety of other transportation means (local cab, 
local transportation companies, Uber, Lyft, etc.) that our participants could take use of.    

 

What about safety? 

Just like previous years, we encourage our participants to be safe and responsible.  For                   
convenience, several transportation services will be listed on both the LakePubCrawl.com website 
along with the official Mobile App Passport. We have also seen many responses already on our 
LakePubCrawl Facebook page from local drivers promoting their individual services during our          
February weekend.  

 

Why is this year’s event 3 days instead of the traditional 1?   

Because there will not be busses this year, we felt adding the two additional days would allow           
participants additional time to visit all participating venues most especially if they are seeking a 
chance at the $1,000 cash prize (requires 100% completion of passport stops).    

 

What is the “Passport”? That’s new. 

Since it's a 3-day event with no busses this year, wristbands did not make sense. Instead, we            
created a PASSORT APP. All participants download the app on their phone. The app enables you to 
check-in at all participating locations, receive their special Pub Crawl promotions, AND win some 
amazing prizes!  Basically, the PASSPORT APP replaces the WRISTBAND identifying you as                      
participating in the Pub Crawl this year.  Participants will need to have the PASSPORT APP to be            
eligible for prizes. (See Rules & Regulations for passport details; see Prizes for list of prizes) 

 

Is a Passport required to participate? 

The short answer is No. All participating venues will be open during their scheduled hours for both 
participants and the general public. If you plan to visit at least 50% of the participating venues              
during the event weekend, we encourage you to participate with a passport to allow yourself an 
entry to some amazing prizes! (Check out Prizes listed on LakePubCrawl.com) 

  


